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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO DEPARTMENT OF

Music

PRESENTS

CMF
(Commercial Music Faculty)

&

Friends

Friday, June 9th, 2006
Fox Fine Arts Recital Hall 7:30pm
PROGRAM
UTEP CMF

I'm old fashioned ------------------------ Jerome Kern/Johnny Mercer
Let's fall in love ----------------------- Harold Arlen/Ten Koehler
Indian Summer/Jam for your bread - Al Dubin/Victor Herbert/Red Mitchel
Do you know what it means to miss New Orleans - Louis Alter/Eddie De Lange
But not for me -------------------------- George and Ira Gershwin
O Pato --------------------------------- Jayme Silva/Neuza Teixera

BLACK TIE

AJA ------------------------------------- Donald Fagen
What is hip, --------------------------- Emillo Castillo
PERSONEL

UTEP CMF

Don Wilkinson – Sax
Curt Warren – Guitar
Ruben Gutierrez – Piano
Erik Unsworth – Bass
Demetrius Williams – Drums
Elisa Wilson – Vocals

BLACK TIE

Ruben Gutierrez – Keyboards
Xavier Munoz – Guitar
Joe Estala – Vocals
Erik Unsworth – Bass
Ricky Malichi – Drums
Martin Huerta – Trumpet
Dan Borton – Sax
Frank Otero – Trombone
UTEP MUSIC DEPARTMENT
FRIENDS OF THE DEPARTMENT

ENDOWED FACULTY
The Abraham Chavez, Jr. Professorship in Music

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Laura Beard and Sarah Reiser Memorial Endowed Scholarship
William K. Hill Endowed Scholarship for Music
Reverend Dr. Charles C. G. Manker Memorial Fund
Martha M. McDonald/Rainbo Baking Scholarship Fund
Phoebe and Reuben Mutnick Scholarship Fund
Roderick Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
Hannah Atkin Spitz Memorial Endowed Scholarship
John and Vida White Endowment Fund

ENDOWMENT
Ruby V. Burns Endowed Fund for Music
Julie Dittmer Hart Endowed Fund for Music
Michael Salzman Endowment for Piano Performance
Schillinger Rho Sigma Tau Endowed Music Gift Fund
Dr. E. A. Thormodsgaard Vocal Music Fund
Patricia Hewitt Silence Memorial Trust

SCHOLARSHIPS
Marian Meaker Apteckar Fund for Piano Studies
Ballet Scholarship Fund
Dodson Scholarship Fund for Music
Hervey Foundation Award
Music Department Scholarship Fund
Marguerite Loya Pearson Scholarship Fund for the Arts
The Presser Foundation Scholarship Award
The Presser Undergraduate Scholar Award
Dorrance D. Roderick Music Scholarship Fund
John Herbert Shanblum Scholarship for Fine Arts
The Marlene and J.O. Stewart, Jr. Foundation Scholarship